: Imbalance learning with Bayesian uncertainty estimates. (a) We enforce classlevel margin penalty based on class uncertainty. This pushes boundaries further away from rare classes B and C. (b) We also consider sample-level uncertainty that is modeled as a Gaussian distribution. The learned margins consider the confidence level of classifier to re-adjust boundaries (i.e., provide more room to uncertain samples). This improves the generalization ability of the proposed model for imbalanced classes.
: Imbalance learning with Bayesian uncertainty estimates. (a) We enforce classlevel margin penalty based on class uncertainty. This pushes boundaries further away from rare classes B and C. (b) We also consider sample-level uncertainty that is modeled as a Gaussian distribution. The learned margins consider the confidence level of classifier to re-adjust boundaries (i.e., provide more room to uncertain samples). This improves the generalization ability of the proposed model for imbalanced classes.
Abstract
Learning unbiased models on imbalanced datasets is a significant challenge. Rare classes tend to get a concentrated representation in the classification space which hampers the generalization of learned boundaries to new test examples. In this paper, we demonstrate that the Bayesian uncertainty estimates directly correlate with the rarity of classes and the difficulty level of individual samples. Subsequently, we present a novel framework for uncertainty based class imbalance learning that follows two key insights: First, classification boundaries should be extended further away from a more uncertain (rare) class to avoid over-fitting and enhance its generalization. Second, each sample should be modeled as a multi-variate Gaussian distribution with a mean vector and a covariance matrix defined by the sample's uncertainty. The learned boundaries should respect not only the individual samples but also their distribution in the feature space. Our proposed approach efficiently utilizes sample and class uncertainty information to learn robust features and more generalizable classifiers. We systematically study the class imbalance problem and derive a novel loss formulation for max-margin learning based on Bayesian uncertainty measure. The proposed method shows significant performance improvements on six benchmark datasets for face verification, attribute prediction, digit/object classification and skin lesion detection.
Introduction
Objects, events, actions and visual concepts appear with varying frequencies in real world imagery [38] . This often leads to highly skewed datasets where a few abundant classes outnumber several rare classes in a typical longtail data distribution. The low amount of training data for infrequent classes makes it challenging to learn optimal classification boundaries in the feature space. Existing approaches to tackle class imbalance either modify data distribution [42, 7, 22] or introduce appropriate costs to re-weight class errors [25, 1, 40] . The popular data-level approaches are prone to over-fitting while the cost-sensitive learning requires careful choice of weights for successful training. Despite an overwhelming success of deep neural networks on computer vision problems, learning from highly imbalanced sets is still an open problem for deep learning [24] . This paper proposes a new direction towards learning balanced representations using deep neural networks ( Fig. 1 ). We use a principled approach to integrate Bayesian uncertainty estimates for class imbalance learning at two distinct levels, i.e., category-level and individual samplelevel. Our approach is based on the observation that rare classes have higher uncertainty in the prediction space and the associated classifier confidence levels are low. Therefore, the uncertainty estimates can be used to expand decision regions for less frequent classes so that classifier's generalization to new test examples is improved. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Since all samples within a class do not have a uniform difficulty level, our approach also optimizes margins with respect to the uncertainty associated with individual samples. The basic intuition for both cases is the same: a classifier should assign larger regions to more uncertain (rare) samples/classes. Related work: State-of-the-art deep imbalance learning methods mainly propose novel objective functions [17] . Khan et al. [25] presented a cost-sensitive loss for CNNs where class-specific weights were automatically learned. Huang et al. [21] suggested a combination of triplet and quintuplet losses to preserve local class structures. A modified softmax was proposed in [31] to maximize the angular margin, thus avoiding class imbalance. Quite recently, a meta-learning approach in [40] used selective instances for training on imbalanced sets. These methods have their respective limitations, e.g., [25] only considers class-level costs, [21] is not differentiable and requires heavy preprocessing for quintuplet creation, [31] can only maximize margin on the hypersphere surface and [40] used an additional validation set to assign sample weights. Concurrent to this work, [10] re-weights the loss by the inverse effective number of samples to learn balanced representations. Contributions: Our approach is distinct in two ways: (a) this is the first work to link class imbalance with Bayesian uncertainty estimates [16] , that have shown great promise on other tasks [23, 15, 52] , and (b) we incorporate both class and sample-level confidence estimates to appropriately reshape learned boundaries. The paper therefore introduces the following major novelties. (1) A principled marginenforcing formulation for softmax loss, underpinned by the Bayesian uncertainty estimates. (2) Sample modeling using multi-variate Gaussian distributions. The class boundaries are optimized to respect second order moments which improves generalization. (3) A fully differentiable loss formulation that can be easily plugged into existing architectures and used alongside other regularization techniques.
The Imbalance Problem
We begin with an in depth analysis of the imbalance problem and draw several insights which lead to our proposed framework. We base our analysis around softmax loss, which is the most popular objective function for classification. For brevity, we consider a simplistic case of binary classification with two classes A and B in the training set denoted by image-label pairs: D = {x k , y k } K k=1 . The goal is to learn an optimal set of 'representative vectors' (w A , w B for classes A and B, respectively) that lead to minimal empirical loss on set D. The Class-Representative Vectors (CRV) define a loss-minimizing hyper-plane 'w', which is the boundary between two classes, i.e., given a feature projection 'f ' corresponding to an input image x, f ∈ w iff (w A − w B )f = 0 (ignoring unit biases). The class imbalance problem exists when the class frequencies
Ideal separator
Biased separator Ideal separator Figure 2 : Illustration for the class imbalance problem. True class distributions are shown in green and red. Unbalanced distributions lead to a skewed classification boundary that is biased towards the minority class.
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τ A , τ B are greatly mismatched in the set D. As illustrated in Fig. 2 , in such cases, the hypothesis (w) learned on D using a softmax loss can be biased towards the minority class and significantly different from the ideal separator (w * ). Next, we breakdown the imbalance problem and explain underlying reasons.
Bias due to Empirical Loss Minimization
We consider w * to be an optimal boundary obtained by loss minimization with respect to the actual hidden distributions P A and P B of classes, i.e.:
and R w A , R w B denote the classification regions for classes A and B, respectively. Given D, the empirical loss calculated on the training set is:
Further, assume that the normalized class frequencies τ A and τ B are related as τ A + τ B = 1. Then, the expected empirical loss for any hypothesis w is:
Note that τ A = τ B = 0.5 due to class imbalance and typically |τ A − τ B | > 0.5 in practical cases where a significant imbalance ratio exists. Next, we show that when large imbalance exists, the learned classification boundaries are biased towards minority classes.
Theorem 1. For high imbalanced ratios, minimization of empirical loss results in a hypothesisŵ that is highly likely to be biased towards the minority class 'z' such that R w * z > Rŵ z . In other words, the classification region induced by the optimal separator is larger than the one induced by empirically learned boundary.
Proof. According to Eq. 3, due to the imbalanced proportion among classes, w * is more likely to incur higher empirical error than an alternate hypothesis based on an empirical loss, i.e., for anyŵ : R z w * >R ẑ w , it is more likely that:
Then, for a significant imbalance ratio such that τ z << τ rest , it directly follows that R w * z > Rŵ z . Intuitively, this is a natural implication of imbalanced class distribution which forces the classifier to shiftŵ closer to minority classes because it reduces empirical error. The likelihood of classifier bias is directly proportional to the imbalance rate.
A common strategy to tackle data imbalance is through the introduction of cost-sensitive loss functions [25] . We briefly elaborate on the effect of these losses next and explain why this solution is sub-optimal.
Cost-sensitive Loss
From Eq. 4, one simple solution seems to be the introduction of costs to re-weight the minority class errors. Existing cost-sensitive losses (particularly those based on deep-networks [25] ) adopt this idea and assign score-level penalty to the minority class predictions. This means that the classifier is forced to correctly classify training samples belonging to minority classes. This approach has certain limitations. (1) Appropriately tuning class specific costs is a challenging task as it requires domain-knowledge with costs usually fixed at the beginning and not dynamically changed during the course of training. (2) A more stringent caveat is that such costs do not affect the learned boundariesŵ if the training samples are separable [53, 25] . Further, when the classes are non-separable, minority class representation in the dataset is directly proportional to its mis-classification probability, i.e.,:
Generally, these costs are not applied at test time and therefore classboundaries are effectively unchanged. In summary, while this practice enforces the classifier to more accurately classify training samples belonging to minority classes, it does not enhance generalization capability of the learned model. This can be understood from the relation for generalization error and Fig. 2 . For an empirical distribution Q for classes A and B, the generalization error (expected loss on the test set T ) is: (5) where τ A , τ B are the normalized frequencies on the test set. The paper aims to overcome these existing limitations by Figure 3 : Top: One-dimensional Gaussian process regression using maximul-likelihood estimation. The lack of observations results in higher confidence levels. Bottom: The uncertainty estimates for imbalanced CIFAR-10 dataset. The uncertainty is higher for classes with less representation.
proposing a new loss formulation that seeks to simultaneously extend minority class boundaries and enforce margin constraints on less represented classes to achieve better generalization performance. We provide details of our technique in the next section.
Bayesian Uncertainty Estimates
Bayesian models can provide uncertainty estimates alongside output predictions. Given an input, the uncertainty estimates correspond to the confidence level for each outcome predicted by the model. We hypothesize that the confidence-level of predictions is directly related to the class representation in the training set. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , under-represented classes in the training set lead to higher uncertainty and bigger confidence intervals. In contrast, well-represented classes are associated with less uncertainty and compact confidence intervals.
We use deep CNNs with dropout to obtain Bayesian uncertainty estimates. It has been proved that dropout-based deep networks provide an approximation to Gaussian process [16] . A Gaussian process is a Bayesian technique because it constructs a prior distribution over a family of functions F [39] . This distribution is updated conditioned on observations, i.e., all the functions that are consistent with the labels are retained. At inference time, an output is ob-tained from each of the functions and expectation is computed to generate the final prediction. The variance of these outputs gives an uncertainty estimate. In the following, we first provide an overview of dropout and then describe uncertainty computation using dropout.
Dropout: Dropout was originally proposed as a regularization measure for deep neural networks [46] . During training, a sub-network is sampled from the full network by randomly dropping a set of neurons. In this manner, each neuron is activated with a fixed probability 'p'. At test time, full model is used for prediction and the output activations are multiplied with the probability p to obtain expectation. Suppose the network parameters are denoted by Θ = {θ 1 , . . . , θ L } for a total of L network layers. Then, by applying masks m generated using i.i.d binary distributions, we can obtain N samples all corresponding to different network configurationsΘ that form an ensemble M:
Uncertainty: For each input x k , N model configurations are applied to obtain a set of outputs {ŷ}. The expected output is calculated using Monte Carlo estimate for
where q denotes an output distribution that approximates the intractable posterior distribution of deep Gaussian process. The uncertainty is calculated using the second moment (V q(y|x) [y]) through Monte Carlo estimation:
where τ is the model precision (a function of weight decay) and I C ∈ R C×C is an identity matrix where C denotes the number of classes.
Uncertainty based Max-margin Learning
The softmax loss can be computed for a given feature f and its true class label y as follows:
where j ∈ [1, C] (C is the number of classes). In the above loss formulation, we include the last fully connected layer within softmax loss which will be useful for our analysis later on. Further, for the sake of brevity, we do not mention bias in Eq. 8. Note that the dot-product w T y f can also be expressed as w T y f = w y f cos(α y ). Therefore, if a class z is rare in the training set, for an input feature belonging to this class, the softmax loss enforces:
Intuitively, we would like to impose a large margin on more uncertain classes. Our experiments show that the class uncertainty is inversely proportional to its frequency in the training set, i.e., rare classes are more uncertain (Fig. 3 ).
To improve generalization performance, we can impose a more strict constraint for uncertain classes:
and u z ∈ R + . This implies that the classifier will try to separate rare classes by a more rigorous margin. The margin maximizing softmax loss [32] is defined as:
where ψ(·) is a continuous and monotonically decreasing function in the range [0, π]:
where r ∈ [0, m−1] is an integer. The gradient backpropagation requires relations in terms of w and f , therefore we substitute cos(mα j ) with its expansion in terms of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind (T m ), i.e.,
cos(mα
Here, cos(α j ) is substituted with w T j f wj f . This gives us the max-margin formulation in terms of differentiable relations.
Sample-level Uncertainty Modeling
Although uncertainty driven class-level margin enforcement is important, not all samples in a class have equal difficulty level. The samples that can potentially be misclassified have larger uncertainties. We therefore propose a mechanism to incorporate sample-level uncertainty for imbalanced learning. Existing classification networks only use the mean representation from a distribution of samples to represent each training example. Inspired by [51] , we propose to represent a single sample as a function of its first and second order moments. To this end, consider that the deep feature representations of input media is randomly sampled from a multi-variate Gaussian distribution:
where μ f and Σ f , respectively denote mean and covariance of the features. The softmax loss can be computed for a given feature f and its true class label y using Eq. 8.
For an input feature to be correctly classified, its projection on the true class vector should give a maximum response (Eq. 9). In contrast, an example is classified into a wrong category k if the following condition holds true:
We are interested in quantifying the probability of misclassification taking into account the distribution of each sample. It can provide a measure of confidence for loss estimates computed on the training samples. Direct computation of the misclassification probability using softmax loss in Eq. 8 is intractable and can only be approximated. Therefore, we introduce a simpler error function that models the essential loss behavior.
The formulation can be used to exactly compute the misclassification probability as we will show next. Since the error function is a linear transformation of input feature f ∼ N(μ f , Σ f ), the resulting error distribution is also a uni-variate Gaussian variable. The first and second order statistics of the error distribution can be given in terms of μ f , Σ f as follows:
Now, the misclassification probability for a feature f can be linked with error distribution because E(f ) > 0 denotes a misclassification. The complementary cumulative probability distribution function (CCDF)F E is given as follows:
where F z denotes the cumulative probability distribution function (CDF). The probability estimates are then used to re-weight the loss values such that uncertainty is incorporated. The function ψ(·) is modified as follows to obtain an improved loss function in Eq. 10:
The loss defined above enforces a margin (m) between output predictions weighted by the cumulative probability (F E (0)). A higher uncertainty means a stricter margin based penalty for a class j. The modified loss function becomes equal to the original softmax loss when the uncertainty is zero and m = 1.
Experiments

Datasets
Face Recognition: Facial recognition datasets commonly exhibit large-imbalance which poses a significant challenge for classifier learning. Following [12] , we use VGG2 dataset [5] with 3,141,890 images of 8,631 subjects to train our deep network. We evaluate the trained model on four large-scale datasets namely Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [27] and YouTube Faces (YTF) [57] , AgeDB [37] and Celebrities in Frontal Profile (CFP) [41] . LFW [27] contains 13,233 web-collected images belonging to 5,749 different identities, with large variations in pose, expression and illumination. We follow the standard protocol of 'unrestricted with labeled outside data'. YTF [57] has 3,425 sequences of 195 subjects. We follow the standard evaluation protocol on 5,000 video pairs. AgeDB [37] dataset has 12,240 images of 440 subjects. The test set is divided into four groups with different year gaps (5, 10, 20 and 30 years). We only report the performance on the most challenging subset, AgeDB-30. CFP [41] has 500 subjects in total, each with 10 frontal and 4 profile images. In this paper, we only evaluate on the most challenging subset CFP-FP. Skin Lesion Classification: Edinburgh Dermofit Image Library (DIL) consists of 1,300 high quality skin lesion images based on diagnosis from dermatologists and dermatopathologists. There are 10 types of lesions identified in this dataset including melanomas, seborrhoeic keratosis and basal cell carcinomas. The number of images in each category varies between 24 and 331 (mean 130, median 83). Similar to [3] , we report results with 3-fold cross validation. Digit/Object Classification: We evaluate on imbalanced MNIST and CIFAR-10 datasets for generic digit and object classification. Standard MNIST consists of 70,000 images of handwritten digits (0-9). Out of these, 60,000 images are used for training (600/class) and the remaining 10,000 for testing (100/class). CIFAR-10 contains 60,000 images belonging to 10 classes (6,000 images/class). The standard train/test split for each class is ∼83.3%/16.7% images. We evaluate our approach on the standard split as well as on an artificially created imbalanced split. To imbalance the training distribution, we randomly drop 90% of the samples for half of the classes. Attribute Prediction: We use the large-scale CelebA dataset [33] for (multi-label) facial attribute prediction task. This dataset consists of 202,599 images belonging to 10,177 human identities. Each image is annotated with a diverse set of 40 binary attributes. There exists a significant imbalance in the training set with ratios up to 1:43. Following the standard protocol [33] , we use 152,770 images for training, 10,000 for validation, and remaining 19,867 for testing. For evaluation, we report Balanced Classification Accuracy (BCA) defined as: BCA = 0.5× tp Np + 0.5× tn Nn , where t p and t n , respectively denote true positives and true negatives, and N p and N n are total number of positive and negative samples. This evaluation metric is more suitable for multi-label imbalanced learning tasks since it gives equal weight to both majority and minority classes. Other evaluation metrics used in the literature [33] which define accuracy as tp+tn Np+Nn can be biased towards majority classes.
Implementation Details
The uncertainty estimates are applied progressively during training. We start with standard softmax (m = 1), followed by class-level uncertainty based max-margin learning and finally sample-level uncertainty modeling during the last 10 epochs. The compute intensive sample-level uncertainty estimates are therefore only done for few epochs. The proposed strategy can be related with curriculum learning, since it starts with a simple task by considering a balanced class distribution, and gradually introduces harder tasks by expanding or shrinking classification boundaries of different classes based upon their uncertainty estimates. For attribute prediction on CelebA dataset, the training times required for standard softmax and ours are ∼3.4 and 4.6 hours, respectively, on a Dell Precision 7920 machine with TitanXp GPU. In our experiments, we fixed m = 3 since it gives relatively better results. Experiments on imbalanced CIFAR-10 for m = 2, 3, 4 achieve an accuracy of 80.2%, 80.6%, 80.5%, respectively. Values of N ≥ 5 give stable uncertainty estimates. We fixed N = 10 for the optimal trade-off between reliable uncertainty and compute efficiency. An ablation study on different values of N = 5, 10, 20, 40 on imbalanced CIFAR-10 results in respective accuracies of 80.4%, 80.6%, 80.6%, 80.7%. For Skin Lesion detection, we deploy ResNet-18 backbone with two fully connected layers (with intermediate rectified linear units non-linearities and dropout) inserted after the global pooling layer. For face verification tasks, we train Squeeze and Excitation (SE) networks [20] with ResNet-50 backbone. The face images are pre-processed to 112 × 112 using multi-task cascaded CNN [61] . After the network is trained on VGG-2 dataset, we use features extracted after global pooling layer for face verification evaluations. On imbalanced MNIST dataset, we use the same settings as in [25] to enable direct comparison with the recently proposed imbalanced learning technique [25] . For experiments on imbalanced CIFAR-10 dataset, we extract features from VGG16 [44] pre-trained on ImageNet [11] . A simple neural network with two hidden layers (512 neurons each) with dropouts is trained on the extracted features to get uncertainty estimates and perform classification. Training a network on VGG extracted features enables us to compare against traditional imbalanced learning techniques. Specifically, data level under-sampling & over-sampling methods
Methods
LFW YTF
Methods using non-public data
DeepFace [49] 97.35 91.4 FaceNet [43] 99.63 95.4 Web-scale [50] 98.37 -DeepID2+ [48] 99.47 93.2 Baidu [30] 99.13 -Center Face [56] 99.28 94.9 Marginal Loss [13] 99.48 96.0 Noisy Softmax [8] 99.18 94.9
Novel Loss Functions
Softmax+Contrastive [47] 98.78 93.5 Triplet Loss [43] 98.70 93.4 Large-Margin Softmax [32] in Table 5 are used on VGG features, followed by the two layered NN for classification. For attribute prediction on CelebA dataset, we train a model with ResNet-50 backbone and two fully connected layers with dropout inserted after the global pooling and the first fully connected layers. The model is trained to minimize sum of binary cross entropy losses, using relatively smaller learning rates for the layers before the global pooling layer and larger rates for the layers inserted afterwards.
Results and Comparisons
Face Verification: We compare our approach with 20 recent and top-performing methods on LFW and YTF datasets ( Table 1) . We divide these methods into three categories: (a) methods that use large amounts of non-publicly available data sources to train their models, (b) methods that design novel loss functions for face verification and (c) methods that deal with data imbalance. We note that the performances on both LFW and YTF are currently saturated with many recent methods already surpassing human performance. Our method achieves competitive performance on both these datasets. Note that some of the compared methods used as much as 200M images [43] and an ensemble of 25 models [48] for training. Further evaluations on additional datasets show that the proposed method achieves verification accuracies of 97.0% and 94.4% on CFP-FP and
Methods
Imbalanced Performances Split
Exp. 1 (5-classes) Exp. 2 (10-classes) Hierarchical-KNN [3] 74.3 ± 2.5% 68.8 ± 2.0% Hierarchical-Bayes [2] 69.6 ± 0.4% 63.1 ± 0.6% Flat-KNN [3] 69.8 ± 1.6% 64.0 ± 1.3%
Baseline CNN [25] 75.2 ± 2.7% 69.5 ± 2.3% CoSen CNN [25] 80.2 ± 2.5% 72.6 ± 1.6% This paper 95.7 ± 1.2% 86.9 ± 0.7% Table 2 : Experimental results for Skin Lesion Classification on the DIL dataset.
Methods
Imbalanced Split Performances
Deeply Supervised Nets [29] 99.6% Generalized Pooling Func. [28] 99.7% Maxout NIN [6] 99.8%
Baseline CNN [25] 97.1% CoSen CNN [25] 98.4% This paper 98.7% Table 3 : Results for digit classification on MNIST.
AgeDB-30 datasets, respectively. Skin Lesion Detection: The results for skin lesion detection are listed in Table 2 . We perform a 3-fold cross validation to report the results. Compared to a recent costsensitive CNN approach [25] , we obtain an impressive absolute performance gain of 15.5% and 14.3% on Experiments 1 (5 classes) and 2 (10 classes), respectively. Digit Classification: For hand-written digit classification, we report our results on an imbalanced split of MNIST dataset in Table 3 . For the sake of comparison, we also report some representative methods on the original balanced split of MNIST. However, the two set of techniques are not directly comparable since the bottom group uses ∼ 45% less training data. Our technique outperforms other imbalance learning approaches. Attribute Prediction: We report the multi-label attribute prediction results on CelebA dataset in Table 4 . This dataset is particularly challenging as it exhibits a high imbalance with majority-to-minority ratio up to 1:43. We compare with nine recent state-of-the-art methods. These methods include techniques that specifically focus on class imbalance learning ( Table 4 , right block). Our approach performs significantly better compared to both normal and class imbalance learning methods. Specifically, we achieve topmost accuracy in 23/40 attributes and second-best accuracy in other 8/40 classes. In particular, since our method focuses on assigning a larger classification region to underrepresented classes, we achieve more pronounced boost for the case of highly imbalanced classes. For example, out of the top 50% most imbalanced classes (with fewer samples), we achieve best performance in 16/20 (80%) cases. Qualitative examples for attribute prediction are shown in Fig. 4 . Object Classification: We compare against a number of popular imbalanced learning approaches including both Attributes Imbalance level Triplet-kNN [43] Panda [62] ANet [34] DeepID2 [47] Over-sampling [14] Under-sampling [14] Threshold Adj. [9] Cost-sensitive [19] LMLE [21] verse range of metrics (e.g., accuracy, F1, G-mean, IBA, precision, recall). These metrics provide a comprehensive view on the performances of ours and other imbalanced techniques and are more suitable for imbalanced learning scenarios. Our results show that the proposed uncertainty based technique consistently performs better than the traditional imbalance removal methods. Particularly, for the case of evaluation metrics that give equal importance to rare classes (e.g., recall and F1 measure), our approach achieves significant performance boost of 3.9 and 4.5, respectively. Furthermore, the deviation of individual class scores is much lower compared to other techniques. Ablation Study: We experiment with different variants of our approach in Table 6 . Specifically, we report the performance of a simple baseline model with softmax loss and compare it with the uncertainty-based margin (UMM) enforcement and sample-level uncertainty modeling (SUM). We note a progression in performance from UMM to UMM+SUM. This is because the SUM penalizes hard examples which further helps in improving generalizability. We also study the effect of changing the dropout rate on our uncertainty-based approach. Increasing the dropout rate beyond 0.5 does not help, while a smaller rate of 0.2 or 0.3 results in a performance drop. Other margin enforcing losses with uncertainty: We also experiment with recent variants of softmax loss that explicitly enforce margin constraints during classification along Table 7 : The behavior of other recent margin-based loss formulations with uncertainty. The accuracy values are reported for imbalanced CIFAR-10 dataset. 'n', 'm' stands for feature norm and margin, respectively.
with uncertainty estimates (Table 7) . These methods include Additive Margin Softmax [54] , Angular (Arc) Margin Softmax [12] , Large Margin Softmax [32] and SphereFace [31] . As these loss functions have generally been proposed for face verification, we already compare with them in Table 1 . However, here our main goal is to analyze if the uncertainty estimates help in learning better boundaries for the rare classes. To this end, we use exactly the same features for all techniques and use uncertainty estimates in place of their original parameter m settings. Since our application is different from face verification, we note a relatively lower performance from SphereFace and a higher performance from Large Margin Softmax. Overall, the uncertainty scores help in achieving discriminativeness between difficult classes and gives better performance in all cases.
Conclusion
We present a new approach to address class imbalance problem, underpinned by the Bayesian uncertainty estimates. We demonstrate that the classifier confidence levels are directly associated with: (a) the difficulty-level of individual samples and (b) the scarcity of the training data for under-represented classes. Our proposed approach utilizes uncertainty to enforce larger classification regions for rare classes and challenging training samples. This results in better generalization of learned classifier to new samples for less frequent classes. We achieve significant performance gains on several datasets for face verification, attribute prediction, object/digit classification and skin lesion detection.
